
COMPOST SCIENCE

This paper will outline a number of key hypotheses which relate to the soil and compost. Many of 
the findings have been researched in other fields not soil science and certainly not science 
specifically related to composting. However, as I hope to make clear, so much of microbiology 
including fungi relates directly to garden soil and compost, I think what I relate below is very 
relevant.
I would love to research what goes on in my garden but at 70 I am rather limited. Not in enthusiasm
but money. To take a degree is beyond me and my small pension and formal research is 
unbelievably expensive. So I have attempted to glean as much as possible from books on the subject
of microbiology and relate as much as as I can to my little patch.
Anyone wishing to test any of the following ideas in my garden would get my full support. 
At times I am overenthusiastic and my opinions and values can be strongly put but I don’t apologize
just forewarn.  I mention two books as a start for those interested. Teaming With Microbes: 
Lowenfels and I Contain Multitudes: Ed Yong.  I have read others but they were disappointing. I am
now beginning to read soil microbiology proper.

The essence of compost is life. It is full of life and good compost allows life to multiply 
exponentially. This bounty we give to our soil. The life I am talking about is microbial and 
everything that feeds on it. The compost is a dynamic ecosystem or ecocommunity. Compost 
bacteria are aerobic, form symbiotic/mutualistic relationships with garden plants and make available
and hold in the soil plant nutrients. But modern science reveals more. My cells carry about 25000 
genes but the microbes in or on me carry 500 times more and my garden, well multiply that by a 
thousand. This abundance combined with their rapid evolution makes bacteria masters of 
biochemistry, able to adapt to virtually any challenge, from releasing inaccessible nutrients, to 
breaking down toxins, preventing disease by crowding out pathogens or killing them with 
antimicrobials. They live on and in our plants managing growth, cell construction and the immune 
system to mention only a few of their abilities. Microbes are good guys not the nasty germs of the 
dominant narrative. 
Now consider what would happen if these microbes including fungi vanished. The soil would be 
sterile. The microbes in the soil are the basis of all life in the soil food web and without them all 
other animals would soon die including many birds, small mammals and the large grazers, cattle. 
All life on land would be seriously undermined, as well as plant life because microbes make 
nitrogen available to countless plants and without nitrogen there is no protein to build their structure
so we would have a universal de-greening of the planet. No forest could survive and we would 
struggle.
Above I mentioned nitrogen. Microbes pull nitrogen out of the air and make it accessible to plants. 
Other species form key functions in the sulphur cycle and by breaking down organic matter 
microbes anchor the carbon cycle. They keep nature moving.
Compost is the perfect incubator for all those bacteria which benefit the soil and the plants growing 
in it and the cycles so necessary in nature. These bacteria are mutualistic, one form of symbiosis. 
Symbiosis is often thought of as positive but it is a neutral term indicating a relationship. There are 
four types; mutualistic, commensal, parasitic and pathogenic. Say you are living in shared 
accommodation. Some people will share tasks, help out and benefit all – mutualistic. Others will 
keep to themselves and only help if asked- commensal. Still others don’t bother and live off their 
mates never contributing- parasites. And some actively try to disrupt and undermine the 
community- pathogens. But note everyone relates. A good example of mutualism is lichen, which is 



a mutualistic relationship between an algae and a fungus. There are hundreds, probably thousands 
of these relationships in the soil ecosystem and compost helps foster them, enhance them.
 So much needs to done to research and understand these relationships but this was hampered by the
dominant narrative of the 20th century- all microbes are pathogens, germs. Even today the 
supermarket shelves are jammed with products which ‘kill 99.9% of all germs’. All! People need to 
understand that 99.9% of all microbes are not pathogens.
One other prominent narrative was the reductionist one. Soil quality was reduced to NPK and 
various pesticides and herbicides. No one thought of soil as a living thing. Only now are scientists 
thinking of soil as a living community, of microbes as living communities in the living habitat of the
soil and significantly thinking of compost as a living microbial habitat par excellence.
It is high time we started looking at the soil in this way because studies have shown in other fields 
that constant abuse can lead to a permanently altered soil microbiome. Something we may regret. 
This is all the truer because we know so little. In the early 20th century only a few species of 
bacteria were known but when anyone bothered to look hundreds more were discovered. All these 
fit nicely into about a dozen phyla in 1980. By 1990 this had grown to 40 then to 100 phyla. But 
with the use of genetic analysis hundreds more are being newly discovered. Using these knew 
techniques scientists have found a multitude of new species existing in places thought to be 
thoroughly known e.g. the human mouth and gut. It is a vast, complex world which needs to be 
studied and worked with. The potential is vast.

The first life on earth was the bacteria and it is hardly surprising that they play an important role at 
the beginning of our lives or those of any animal. At the very beginning of our evolution bacteria 
were present playing an important role. We evolved in mutuality with them. 
After conception the egg divides in two then four then eight and so on with more and more complex
folds, bulges and contortions. It was thought that this was a neat self contained system dictated by 
our genes. Well yes and no for it turns out that embryonic development is a biological conversation 
between our genes and the genes of several species of bacteria which have been with us from the 
beginning of our evolution. We are the unfolding of an entire ecosystem much like the compost in 
my garden. The miracle is I am an individual, the compost not. This symbiosis goes all my way.
I mention this to again make the point of the overwhelming interconnectedness of everything. 
Nature needs to be seen as a whole. Human culture with its language and thought created 
separation. I do not demean this as it allows us to reconnect, in freedom, with the spirit behind 
everything but we must not lose sight of the whole and its multiplicity of relationships and 
connections.
When I was a boy I loved the strange things science tossed my way. One of these was how empty 
everything was. Atoms are empty as is the space between them. So why I asked can’t I walk 
through a brick wall? A physicist on a radio 4 program answered it in discussing Quantum 
Mechanics. We don’t bump into matter as such but the connectedness and relationships between 
matter. Reality IS the interconnections. We need to alter our thinking.

Look at life in the oceans. Their are hundreds of baby animals from sponges to mussels that only 
develop to adults by first coming into contact and forming a relationship with specific bacteria. No 
bacteria, no relationship, no development. The same applies to the soil and no doubt to your 
compost but studies have yet to confirm this. Studying compost is not sexy. Pity for how many 
thousands of vital natural processes occur in the soil based on subtle relationships of all sorts be 
they chemical or biological which we do not understand. And yet we constantly disturb, even 
destroy the soil microbiome. 
The above example, occurring in the oceans is of a relationship at one point in time in the animals 
life but it is important to understand that the bodies of all animals including our own are constantly 
being rebuilt and reshaped by bacteria. ‘Nothing is more crucial to the survival and independence of



organisms-be they elephants or protozoa- than the maintenance of a constant internal environment’. 
Oliver Sachs. For that constancy microbes are essential. Composting enriches the soil with 
microbial life which in turn maintains, with consistency, the soil’s life and that of all its creatures 
including your veg!
Take, as an example of how bacteria fashion the internal environment of your plants, their immune 
system. A pathogen forms a symbiotic relationship with the plant but it is a destructive one. How 
does the immune system activate and importantly when does it know to stop? Microbes are active in
the initiation of a response and the right time to finish that response. Without the beneficial 
microbes, the mutualism, the plant’s immune system, and indeed ours would not work and the 
pathogens would run riot.
 Controlling microbes is all well and good but we must have a care not to destroy those of benefit. 
Spraying pesticides and herbicides and sterilizing most certainly does more harm than good in the 
long term because it breaks the interconnectivity of all that lives in the soil.
These interconnections are only beginning to be studied and the field is vast, our knowledge a drop 
in an ocean. Last century science began to look at the soil’s microbiome listing the species that lived
in the soil. For decades they were measured in tens then hundreds, then thousands and now who 
knows. But this is only the beginning, the number of species or who is there. Now science is 
exploring the genes of those many species to discover what they are capable of, an immense topic 
but again just the start for they are only beginning to list all the chemicals and enzymes being 
produced so studying what these microbes are actually doing. These chemicals and enzymes form 
the language by which soil life communicates and develops the mutualistic relationships on which 
plant life thrives. Your humble compost heap is a chemical language laboratory par excellence.

What is important here is to realize the complexity and interconnectedness of soil life. Chemical 
agriculture disrupts this and cripples the soil so that more chemicals are needed and so soil 
impoverishment steadily increases; a vicious circle which actually threatens the life forms on our 
planet. Healthy compost on the other hand maintains soil life. Remember the reality of life is ONLY
interconnectedness, my broccoli is a happy consequence. As I eat it more interconnection begins.

I have mentioned how fast microbes reproduce in an active compost at times doubling every hour. 
This vast community is important because each species helps keep the others in check. Even a 
beneficial bacteria can become toxic if its activity is not controlled and balanced. Spreading a 
compost bursting with microbial life is spreading checks and balances for your soil.
Now one of the simplest yet most important functions of bacteria is to occupy space. In your 
compost or your soil there is only so much space for bacteria to live and so much food for them to 
consume. The art of composting and maintaining healthy soil is to encourage benign species to 
inhabit the available space. By turning the compost or aerating it, keeping it warm and just moist 
these benign bacteria fill your heap then your soil leaving no room or little room for the pathogens 
or parasites. This is called colonization resistance and is very effective. So much so that many 
animals including corals have evolved to employ it as protection. You disrupt this resistance at your 
or your soil’s peril. Mechanized, chemical agriculture does just this, thus making the soil more 
susceptible to infections of many kinds and so requiring ever more chemicals.
Composting is preventative medicine applied yet first ‘discovered’ by nature millions of years ago. 
We are employing a brilliant natural remedy.
I have spoken about symbiosis, specifically mutualism that positive relationship between host and 
symbiont, e.g. a tree and a fungus. But this can be looked at in a broader way. Your compost and 
your garden soil is host to many different microbial, plant and fungal species or communities. When
we say healthy soil we mean that these communities are working in a mutualistic state. There is 
harmony and an ecological health. But disrupt this and your soil can quickly move to a pathogenic 
state or dysbiosis. Interestingly, no one bacterium or fungus is at fault rather the communities are 



communicating poorly. Interconnectivity is breaking down. Communities of bacteria and fungi 
work together well when there is order, balance, limits, harmony. With disruption harmless bacteria 
become pathogenic going beyond the bounds of their usefulness. We have an ecological disease, 
one of disharmony, stress, imbalance and there is no easy solution. ‘Throwing’ something at it 
won’t work as this will simply cause more disruption and hence more stress and imbalance. I think 
this what is happening to our soils worldwide. The great technological miracle of the green 
revolution is a mirage and very dangerous because our way of thinking will prevent us from 
finding the solutions that will be necessary. Healing the soil is something that is not in Monsanto’s 
thought field.
There are a number of modern illnesses which scientists are now coming to think are the result of 
dysbiosis, IBS (the gut bacteria are not in harmony but ‘inflamed’), obesity (imbalance so fat 
producing bacteria run riot) and diabetes. It would of course be ever so incorrect to suggest modern 
stress, disharmony, tension, imbalance, league tables and junk food could possible be the cause. No 
evidence. Of course as we don’t have the wit even to conceive it. Same applies to our degraded soil.
Sorry sometimes the anger gets the better of me.

In modern medical science another interesting idea is being developed, the hygiene hypothesis. 
With our stricter cleanliness, urbanization, smaller families, chlorinated water, sanitized food and 
powerful cleaning products, we have greatly reduced our exposure to microbes. We no longer have 
to run the gauntlet of infectious diseases as in the past. But the price we pay is an over reactive 
immune system and hence we are more prone to allergic and inflammatory illnesses. Our ‘old 
friend’ microbes which have evolved with us for millions of years have been compromised and so 
to our immune system which they strengthened. As Caesarian sections become more common we 
see the problem from a different angle. At birth the child is colonized by its mother’s vaginal 
microbes an essential part of the birth and development processes. Realizing this surgeons now 
wipe the child with vaginal fluid to give its immune system the help it needs.

I mention all of the above because the same hypothesis can be applied to soil. We are limiting the 
microbial range in the soil, albeit dealing with certain parasites and pathogens but at what cost. We 
surely weaken the natural immunity of soil life and plants leading to other diseases and soil 
degradation. Compost does not sterilize the soil but nourishes and strengthens what is already 
present and necessary for dealing with problems. But this is a slow process built up over years and 
does not easily fit into our profit driven agricultural, corporate system.
With each meal of highly processed food, with each course of antibiotics that we really don’t need 
our gut microbiome takes a knock and is never quite as vibrant. The same is true of the soil. With 
every application of chemical fertilizer, with every spray of herbicide or insecticide the soil 
microbiome takes a knock and is never quite as vibrant. Now I will pass on at 80 years or so but the 
soil? I hope it can sustain itself for longer than that. We must not let it die or become irreparably 
damaged. The thousands of healthy composts up and down the country can greatly help.

Now throughout history the microbiome of plants and animals and the soil has changed but slowly 
over millennia. Today it is changing as much over a few decades endangering our ability to adapt 
naturally. The same applies to climate change. Some say this has always happened. Perhaps, but 
never so rapidly.
Compost and soil science must come to the fore because many scientists are saying that soil 
degradation is a problem as great as climate change and one where human activity plays an 
unquestioned role.
And finally in this vein, the microbiome or ecosystem is immensely complex whether it is in our gut
or the soil. There are no easy answers but remember this complexity is easy to destabilize and we 
do not know the breaking point. A dangerous game to be sure.



I will now elaborate a scientific theory first brought to coherence by the biologist Lynn Margulis, 
the theory of endosymbiosis. Bacteria and host plants and animals have lived in close partnership 
from the beginning. The Mitochondria in our cells were once free living bacteria. So why not view 
them as a single entity. Ken Power and all those bacteria that live on or in him is Ken Power. And 
he is a holobiont or a whole unit of life comprised of organisms which spend significant parts of 
their lives together. Scientists have even argued that a holobiont could be a unit of evolution after all
they vary, these variations are heritable and some could improve fitness.
All this has lead to some controversy but what I find interesting is the idea of wholeness and the 
change of thinking it implies and this must be a move in the right direction. It is the kind of thinking
we need to apply to our work with the soil and composting. Now we can look at some of the 
consequences of this wholeness and its many relationships.

Relationships with microbes and fungi help soil organisms and plants build vital organs, fine tune 
immune systems as well as create camouflage, and regenerate. Added to this there is evidence of 
aiding digestion of indigestible food, withstanding inhospitable environments and poisons. Life 
works together to help individuals succeed. This is what we need to focus on and manage, indeed 
stimulate.  Natural remedy is a pejorative phrase and is a part of our thinking that needs to change. 
Far more scientific thought and study needs to research holistic life processes and then they need to 
be brought into practice and on a large scale. The life of the soil demands this.

Many animals and plants can not live on the food available to them so they have developed partner 
relationships with bacteria or fungi which create enzymes to chemically alter available food and 
make it suitable as nourishment. In return the plant or animal sustains the microbe. Your compost is 
in this sense a chemical factory of great complexity and productive capacity. It has to be because 
about 20% of all soil animals rely on microbes to supply vitamins, amino acids and sterols to make 
life possible.

Lets compare the digestion of a plant and a cow. The cow must digest plant matter which is 
indigestible for all intense purposes. So it has evolved with several stomachs each containing 
countless bacteria which supply the enzymes and 70% of the energy to digest the tough grass. 
Plants live in the soil but can’t digest the nutrients they need because they are locked away in tough 
molecular bonding. But the soil contains countless bacteria which do the unlocking. Your compost 
is like an extra stomach for your plants! And if you do as I do and turn your compost several times 
it mimics the cows regurgitating adding more microbes. Countless bacteria and fungi are cultivated 
and put to work. Composting is the clearest and most effective way of working with nature and the 
life of the soil to benefit plants.  

In many different places today experiments are being conducted to study microbe and fungal ability
to metamorphose poisons.  Although just beginning many projects have reported success in dealing 
with various toxic wastes and in large quantities. Many life forms die in the presence of cyanide but
certain mites and caterpillars don’t. It doesn’t kill them because they have a gene which renders the 
cyanide harmless. The gene they got from a bacteria. Lets use science to put these creatures to 
work.



When I was born I received half my genes from my mom and half from dad. That is that. That is 
me. Well almost. Research has shown that the vast majority of my genes are unused ‘junk’ genes 
and the amazing thing is nothing can bring any of them into play except nurture. A mother’s love 
and devotion can actually alter the physical makeup of her child. But by and large we are stuck with
what we were born with. This is not the case for your humble bacterium. It shares genes like we 
share gossip. In certain environments bacteria can not live but they quickly swap genes horizontally 
and do very well thank you. And this they do at speed. Your compost among other things is a gene 
exchange as is your soil. The bacteria are constantly changing, adapting and transforming so it is 
incumbent on us to harness and manage these remarkable capabilities. 

Take the example of seaweed. Indigestible but for a bacteria which grows on it. We eat the seaweed 
and the bacteria but the bacteria would die in our inhospitable gut unless it was able to quickly 
exchange genes with gut loving bacteria. Which, of course, is what it did and sushi is a popular 
dish.

There are many known cases where plants and animals in the soil have formed not just mutualistic 
relationships but ones without which both partners would perish. They are completely dependent on
one another. Now when the soil is degraded microbial life collapses and we endanger all mutualistic
relations in the soil and risk irreversible collapse on a large scale. As mentioned earlier this problem
is seen by a growing number of scientists as equal to that of climate change when it comes to 
endangering life on the planet.

Would it be possible to consciously work with soil/compost bacteria to meet future challenges 
instead of undermining this life form?

I do this already just by making rich, living compost and applying it to my soil in substantial 
quantities. But it is not conscious, simply hit and miss. I give you the example of the desert 
woodrat. It eats creosote bushes which are very poisonous but it has formed a mutualistic 
relationship with a bacteria which detoxifies the poison. Supplying the soil through composting 
with countless numbers and species of bacteria could help plants in the future defend themselves 
even employ the poisons we use, if enough vital soil is still around. Keep composting, keep your 
soil alive. 

There is modern medical technique called FMT or faecal microbial transfer which involves 
transplanting new gut microbes into a deficient gut microbiome. Your compost does the same for 
the soil. We could call it CMT or compost microbial transfer which revitalises a degraded soil 
microbiome or enhances it. For severely degraded soil my compost is the equivalent of gold dust.

And it is gold dust because it is not sterile it is the reverse, rich and diverse. A diverse gut 
microbiome is a good thing. There are for instance bacteria which make paracetamol more effective
so less is needed. That is why going for a walk in the country, having a pet or opening a window is 
so good for you. Your microbial community becomes more diverse. That is why it saddens me that 
so many store bought composts are sterile. We are obsessed with sanitation, perfection and speed of 
result. We don’t want any of our seedlings to die; we want them to look perfect and we want them 



big and growing fast. No I don’t. I plant 25 cabbage seeds in a pot of my own ‘lively’ seed compost.
15 germinate and are potted on and 10 are planted in the garden and 5 given away. They grow 
slowly and strongly giving me 3-4 kilo brutes in the winter.

We make harsh demands of the earth and there is no need if we approached her in a different way. 
When we pray it must be a free deed. We ask for something but there is no demand attached to it. 
We hope something will happen and it does but often, if not always, in a way we don’t expect. 
Freedom comes in the acceptance. Working with the land also needs to be a free deed. The earth 
will always respond but often in a manner we don’t expect. So what. Get over it. Ah but we want 
and will get our million perfect cabbages. Get over it. We can’t storm heaven or the earth. Get over 
it. Or the consequences will be dire.

Our egotism is breath taking in the way we treat the soil, plants and animals and I think our inner 
lives will become deserts long before the earth does.

But to finish on a positive note we must needs keep composting to continue to bring life and to 
sustain the life which gives life to us all.
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